Borg warner t10 parts diagram

The T transmission is one of the most popular transmissions in asphalt racing. Many car guys
think of the T as a GM-only transmission, and that's because Ford and Chrysler moved on to
other transmission designs by the mid '60s AMC hung on until '74 while GM kept using updated
versions of the T all the way until The manufacturers liked the T because it is a relatively simple
mechanical design, efficient dependable, capable of handling plenty of abuse and lightweight.
And of course, those qualities also make the T popular with racers, too. Even though there were
tons of OEM T transmissions produced over the years, today there's little reason to go crawling
through junkyards trying to find the right transmission with the best gear ratios for racing and
the lightweight aluminum caseâ€”that's still in good condition. Instead, Richmond Gear
produces brand new units with upgraded options designed to withstand the rigors of racing. We
recently visited the shops of Buzze Racing, a gear and drivetrain specialist in Mooresville, NC,
to check out a T rebuild. Buzze Racing is trusted by several NASCAR Monster Energy Cup
Series race teams for their driveline components, but the shop also helps Saturday night race
teams at all levelsâ€”and they have the championship banners on their walls to prove it. What's
interesting about Buzze Racing is while they do build some very high-end, trick stuff You have
to if you are going to compete in the Cup world. Typically, a T can last a full season of racing
before needing a rebuild, and if your driver isn't abusive with the shifter about all that will be
needed is new seals and maybe a new bearing or two. Close Ad. Jeff Huneycutt Writer,
Photographer. Tips for rebuilding one of the most popular transmissions in Saturday night
racing the T Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. We provide detailed Transmission and
Transfer Case Assembly Diagrams for both manual transmissions and transfer cases. These
free illustrations can assist you in identification of the correct parts that you may need, you can
also use these illustrations to assist you with proper re-assembly of your unit. After identifying
the parts you need be sure to give us a call toll free We have a large inventory of both new and
good used parts to help save you some money! Below you will find the following manual
transmission illustrations: 3 speed, 4 speed, and 5 speed transmissions. GEO Tracker 5 speed.
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options and costs. BorgWarner was one of the largest manufacturers of manual-shift
transmissions in the United States. Ford and General Motors primarily made their own manual
transmissions from the s to the s. The majority of its transmissions were used in Chrysler
products, but years later, that company was sold to competitors as well. The A is longer
because it incorporates the reverse idler as part of the gear. And of course, the A provides
exceptional strength. BorgWarner was different because it had no affiliation with any
automobile manufacturer. The company sold its designs to any manufacturer as well as directly
to the public via auto parts stores. Companies, such as Republic Gear and Perfection Hy-Test,
did the same thing, but oddly, today none of these companies produce any gears. This is
important because you can find variations of certain BorgWarner transmissions in many makes
and models. The first passenger- car 4-speed was the T In fact, it was the first American
passenger-car 4-speed! It was based on the T85 design. Some T10 part numbers today still use
the T85 prefix. The T10 became an option in Corvettes in May Keep in mind that power levels of
engines were climbing, and as a result, the T10 design had to change as well. Gears became
wider, and alloys were changed. For example, early third-speed gears have a bronze bushing

and matching-diameter mainshaft, which do not interchange with later gears and shafts, but in
GM versions only. GM replaced the T10 with the Muncie in mid Ford kept both the T10 and
Toploader in production at the same time. Certain optioned cars received a Toploader while
others a T To accommodate increasing power levels, BorgWarner designed the Super T This
transmission featured gears with a wide cut and a coarse pitch for better capacity. It eliminated
a thrust bearing between second and third gear to tighten up on endplay issues and ditched
alloy main cases in favor of nodular iron cases, which yielded a 50 percent increase in tensile
strength. BorgWarner also implemented its Power Brute Parts line. This gave individuals the
ability to purchase upgraded components, gears, and complete replacement transmissions
from their local speed shop or auto parts store. These aftermarket transmissions offered special
gear ratios. Again, this made the T10 a favorite among drag racers because the ratios gave
people certain performance advantages over their stock units. The Super T10 gear ratios were
designed to improve acceleration. You could get an ST10 with a 2. The Nickel T10 gears can be
identified by drill marks on the shaft. Since a alloy gear can look identical to a gear made of
alloy, a drill mark was used to differentiate them. Note the various identification grooves and
drill marks. The grooves identify the transmission ratio, and the drill mark indicates it is a alloy.
This is your basic early T It has a nine-bolt side cover and no external shifter shaft seals. This is
a T from a GM car. In fact, it was quite common to adapt the Chrysler Hemi 4-speed to GM
applications for dragrace use. The Second Design Super T10 added 26 splines to the input shaft
and 32 splines to the output shaft to combat twisting. The standard alloy ST10 was , but the
over-the-counter race units could be ordered with alloy gears for improved capacity. The
following is a quick reference guide for the ST Only firstgear ratios can be identified by the
input-shaft ID grooves. A whole book could be written about T10 identification because many
design changes occurred during production. In , when horsepower levels dropped and gas
mileage was a concern, GM replaced the Muncie with the ST These worked with more
economical axle ratios, such as a 3. These Super T10s should not be confused with the
replacement overthe- counter transmissions. The ratios and lightweight cases were designed
for their intended use, making them weaker than the Muncie 4-speed but better suited to the
axle ratios. The Super T10 was used in GM vehicles from to as a 4-speed. Doug Nash
Engineering made a 2. From looking at casting numbers in about , Doug Nash Engineering
purchased the rights to the T10 name and design. The buyout made sense because Richmond
Gear was making most of the gears anyway. Today, the GM replacement ST10 4-speed can be
purchased new from Richmond Gear, making it the longest running production 4-speed.
Although the T10 and Super T10 may look the same, internal differences require slightly
different disassembly procedures. The build techniques are similar to the Muncie, and after a
while, one becomes proficient at building this style of transmission. Like the Muncie, they have
a side cover, a mid-plate-supported mainshaft, reverse shifter shaft in the tailhousing and a
countergear supported by a pressed-in countershaft with loose needle roller bearings and
thrust washers. The mainshaft and all the gears can be pulled out of the T10 transmission while
the countergear and input shaft remain in place. The Super T10 countergear must be dropped
first, or the front bearing removed, in order for the upper geartrain to clear the countergear
during removal. Keep all detents and shifter shafts in the cover. Simply lift both forks out of the
case. Bag and tag shift forks for future use. Remove maindrive snap ring using snap-ring pliers
and slide the spacer off the mainshaft. Some front bearings will slide off the input shaft; others
may have to be pried off. If prying is required, you can use large screwdrivers or angled pry
bars as prying tools. The reverse shifter shaft lock pin must be punched out from the bottom.
Use a hammer and a zero size punch and carefully drive the pin out toward the top side of the
case. This is a tapered pin and can ruin the case if removed in the wrong direction. Use a pair of
pliers to pull the shifter shaft out and then disengage the reverse fork from the reverse gear. Be
careful not to damage the shifter shaft threads. Sometimes it is better to leave the nut on the
shaft and pull on the nut. Once the tailhousing bolts are removed, carefully pull the tailhousing
away from the maincase. When you separate these components, the rear reverse idler gear may
fall out. Others have them only bolt to the mid plate. Pry the mid plate away from the main case
and pull the mainshaft assembly out using a screwdriver or small pry bars. Some versions have
a retaining bolt that has to be removed first. There are only two snap rings that hold the whole
geartrain together. Using a snap-ring pliers, remove the synchro snap ring first. Once the snap
ring has been removed, slide off the synchro assembly, third gear, thrust washer, and second
gear. To make assembly easier, make sure to properly identify and store the parts. Disengage
the rear snap ring using snap-ring pliers and move it out of the groove toward reverse gear. As
you support the remaining parts on the synchro, you can press the mainshaft through the
synchro, 1st gear, rear bearing, and reverse gear. Some Ts may have a plastic speedo gear held
on with a clip. This clip is simply pressed off by hand. If you have a steel speedo gear, you need

to press the shaft through that gear as well. Here is a top view of how you can simply
disassemble the mainshaft in two sections. You can see the order of the mainshaft gears and
synchro rings. Spread the snap ring open with snap-ring pliers to remove the rear bearing.
Sometimes the bearing drops out; other times a hammer is required to lightly tap the bearing
out. Remove input shaft and parts. Lift out the input shaft and the forwardreverse idler gear and
thrust from the main case, and pick out any loose needles and parts. Punch the countershaft
out of the case from the front toward the back. This also knocks out the woodruff key located in
the rear of the case. Lift out the countergear and thrust washers from the main case. Needles in
the countergear typically need to be replaced. New needles and spacers are in most rebuild kits,
including a countershaft. The reverse fork is the only part you need to remove in the tail. It just
pulls off the reverse arm by hand. I leave the reverse shifter shaft in the tail. The last step of the
disassembly and the first step of the assembly is the side cover. Remove the shifter shafts,
change the O-rings, clean the cover, and put it back together. This keeps the small detents and
interlock from getting lost. Here is how the interlock system stacks in all T10 and Super T10
4-speeds: The balls, spring, and small pin are your detents. The large tube they fit in is actually
the interlock. Start your assembly by placing the synchro assembly without the bronze rings on
the mainshaft and the first-speed gear sleeve. To assemble the transmission, you basically
reverse the disassembly process. Add the new first-gear synchro ring, first gear, and rear
bearing retainer with a new bearing, and then replace the snap ring. Some parts may slide back
into place; others may have to be pressed on. Rebuild kits have selective fit rings, and you fit
the largest ring you can in the groove. Then slide on the reverse gear and press the
speedometer drive gear. That completes the back portion. T10s have a common second-gear
jump-out problem. I replaced the second gear and also added a new torque lock slider. To
assemble, add the second gear ring, second gear, thrust washer, third gear, third-gear synchro
ring, and the synchro assembly. Early T10s use a hollow stamped strut key. The tang of the
spring fits inside the key. The spring on the opposite side has its tang located in the same key,
but it loads in the opposite direction to give proper balance. Use this method for both synchro
assemblies. Shown here is the synchro assembly. Use a selective snap ring that gives you
endplay between third and second gear between 0. Try to keep toward the tighter spec. Pull the
shifter shaft outward with your hand to replace the Oring, rather than removing it and having to
deal with assembling the detent ball and spring. Lay the case face-down with the countergear
installed. The input shaft is in place without the front bearing, with the pilot needles loaded. In
addition, the forward-reverse idler and thrust washer are in the proper position. Reverse the
procedure for installing the mainshaft assembly and tailhousing. The procedures are similar to
the Muncie and Super T10 4-speeds. Apply assembly lube on reverse-shifter-shaft O-ring before
tapping it toward reverse gear. Install tail bolts and speedo fitting, and make sure to put a drop
of sealant on the reverse-shifter-shaft tapered lock pin. Install the new front bearing by tapping
it down into place with a punch. Some bearings simply drop into place. Next install the
snap-ring washer, and fit the largest snap ring that you can in the snap-ring groove. Install the
front bearing retainer and make sure you apply sealant to the four bolts. So make sure to
replace the seal as well. Most old seals easily pry out, an old socket can be used to press a new
seal into place. It is a good idea to replace the shift forks with new ones. New forks help ensure
the transmission does not fall out of gear. The transmission is shifted into second gear before
the side cover is installed. Install the remaining shift fork and side cover, and you are done. As
mentioned before, the Super T10 disassembles are similar to the T10 and Muncie 4-speed. The
main difference is the sequence for removing the mainshaft and gears without using special
pullers. Muncie and T10 mainshafts with all the gears intact can simply be pulled out. In
contrast, the ST10 has an upper third gear that cannot clear the lower countergear, but there are
two ways around this problem. The first option is to remove the front bearing, which allows you
to raise the mainshaft while attached to the input shaft over the countergear and take the whole
upper assembly out. This technique requires a special puller to yank the front bearing off. The
second option is easier: Remove the countershaft and allow the countergear to drop down and
away from the upper mainshaft. Once the countergear is dropped, remove the mainshaft and
press the input shaft out through the front bearing using the case as a support. With some
ratios, you are able to remove the input shaft with the front bearing attached from the inside,
allowing you to firmly press it off using a hydraulic press. Take off the front bearing retainer and
the side cover by removing the nine mounting bolts. Simply lift the shift forks out of the case.
Before removing the tailhousing, use a hammer and punch to drive out the tapered pin from the
bottom. Once removed, pull the reverse shifter shaft outward to disengage the reverse fork from
the reverse gears. Unbolt and separate the tailhousing from the main case. You rarely need to
remove the reverse idler shaft because it seldom shows any sign of wear. If you do need to
remove it, use a hammer and punch to drive the retaining pin cover and pin into the shaft. This

is what the reverse idler shaft, pin, and pin cover look like when removed. To replace the shaft,
simply insert the shaft back in the tail and punch the pin and pin cover in place from the
outside. Apply sealant to the pin bore. Once the dowel has been removed, you can rotate the
plate to expose the countershaft, so the shaft can be removed. Once the shaft has been
removed, the whole geartrain has enough room to come out of the case. Once the input shaft
has been removed, use an old wrist pin as a press arbor and press off the front bearing. It is not
necessary to remove the reverse shifter shaft to change the Oâ€”ring seal. Push it all the way
out, change the O-ring, and carefully push it back in a little. Use a snap-ring pliers to remove the
synchro snap ring. Slide off or gently tap with a rubber mallet to remove the third gear and the
synchro assembly from the main shaft. Remove all snap rings, speedometer drive gear, and
reverse gear from the mainshaft. With the rear bearing snap ring removed, support second gear
with a press clamp and press the mainshaft through second gear, the synchro assembly, first
gear, first-gear sleeve, and the rear-bearing retainer in one step. The basic components of the
mainshaft have been disassembled, so you can see all the major parts. Spread the retaining ring
with snap-ring pliers and tap the rear bearing out while keeping the ring spread open. The
countershaft usually fits tightly in the Super T10, and I recommend using a shop press to
remove it because driving it with a hammer and drift can spread the end. The countergear is
loaded like the Muncie, and it has a spacer tube, four rows of needle bearings, and six spacer
rings. Load the countergear with the spacer tube, spacer ring, needle row, spacer ring, needle
row, and then spacer ring. Once this has been completed, flip the gear around and add a spacer
ring, needle row, spacer ring, needle row, and sixth spacer ring. The outside rings should be
recessed slightly in the gear. Pre-fit your countershaft in the countergear. Turn the shaft in the
gear to check for rough spots because some shafts could have dings on them. Dings can be
removed with a file. This procedure also aids in packing the needles. Install the forward
countergear thrust washer to start the reassembly process. Use assembly lube to hold the
washer in place. With the main case facing down, insert the countergear. Once the countergear
is in position, slide in the rear thrust washer and engage its tab in the slot in the case. Sink the
countershaft far enough down by hand to make sure all the thrust washers line up. Then sink it
home. The input shaft needles look like this when loaded in place. Drop the input shaft in place
without the front bearing. The whole front case subassembly is facing down, and an old front
case supports it. Add the forward reverse idler and its thrust washer and the fourth-gear
synchro ring. Slide second gear and the assembly onto the mainshaft to start assembly. Notice
the direction of the slider. Flip the assembly around and press on the first-gear bushing. Some
will slide on, but most require a mild press. Flip the shaft around and slide the firstgear synchro
ring, first gear, and first-gear thrust washer. Drop into place or lightly tap down the rear-bearing
retainer with a new rear bearing. Tap it down with a hammer and punch until it feels snug. When
down all the way the snap-ring groove will be exposed. The thickest ring will remove all
endplay. Install the reverse sliding gear, forward speedo gear snap ring, speedo drive gear, and
rear speedo gear snap ring. These two snap rings are usually 0. Install third gear, third-gear
synchro ring, synchro assembly, and its snap ring. Usually this ring is 0. Always use a 0. The
last part is the needle-bearing thrust spacer. Hold this in place with grease. Notice the direction
of the slider and hub. Assemble the ST10 with the main case on top of an old main case. Apply a
small bead of sealant to hold the gasket in place and form a perfect seal. Before installing the
mainshaft assembly, pull the slider forward on the shaft. This allows the mainshaft to clear the
countergear when installed in the case. Be careful not to let the strut keys fly out. This picture
shows why the hub is pulled forward to clear the countergear. Make sure you line the
fourth-gear synchro ring key slots with the strut keys before dropping the whole assembly in
place. Once the mid plate is sitting flush, tighten the retaining bolt to 30 ft-lbs. You really have
to use a combination of RTV sealant and gaskets on this transmission because the two lower
bolts never enter the main case. This area can warp because the main case does not support it.
Install the reverse idler shaft and thrust washer. Insert the reverse fork. Everything is held in
place with assembly lube. Note that the reverse shifter shaft is moved forward in the reverse
position. You catch the fork onto the reverse gear and gently lower the tailhousing in place,
then push the reverse shifter shaft back in place. Once the tailhousing is flush with the mid
plate, torque it down to 30 ft-lbs. Remember to install a new tapered pin, which should come in
your rebuild kit. Install the front bearing the same way as the mid plate. Use a punch and work
the bearing down while holding the input. Once the bearing is in place, pull it out and install its
outer-case retaining ring. Install the 0. Some bearing retainers require thicker gaskets. Our
gasket sets include two front retainer gaskets. Obviously, replace the front seal, use sealant on
the four retainer bolts, bolt it up, and torque to 18 ft-lbs. More than likely the side cover will
come apart when removing it. Install the shifter shaft seals first, and then install the shifter
shafts with care to avoid pinching or rolling over the seals. Notice the sequence of the

components. The outer sleeve is actually the interlock mechanism. The spring, balls, and pin
are the detent mechanism. After the detents and interlock are installed, check for smooth
motion. This is what it looks like in neutral, from the inside. Install a bead of sealant on both
sides of this side-cover gasket. The shift forks are lying on the sliders. You will have to put the
transmission into second gear to get the shift fork in place. You can leave it in second gear, but
you must remember to shift the side cover into second as well. Once in place, install the nine
side-cover bolts, and torque to 18 ft-lbs. In , I was doing a great deal of rebuilding for several
new car dealers. A T5 transmission had come in with a broken third-gear section from a local
Ford dealer. It was different from the normal T5s I had worked on. The first thing I noticed is that
it no longer had bronze synchro rings but ones made of a fiber material similar to a clutch lining
in an automatic. There is a reason I placed this little bit of information first. It is important to
understand that Borg- Warner, the manufacturer of the T5, was notorious for making
unannounced and undocumented changes to production transmissions. T10 4-speeds, SR4
4-speeds, T50 5-speeds, and T4 and T5 transmissions all had a variety of design changes during
a production run. Undocumented changes can cause service nightmares and the generation of
misinformation. These changes are usually for the better. As certain designs fail when put into a
production environment, new improvements are created to remedy warranty issues. The T5
evolved from the T4, which evolved from the SR4 4-speed. In fact, BorgWarner seemed to be the
only company continuing to design single-rail shifting transmissions. When I researched the
patents on the T5, it was interesting to find out that patents were approved for the fiberlined
synchro rings and single-rail shifting mechanisms in In a three-rail system, the shifter is
connected to a shift rail, which selects three other rails, such as the , , and 5-reverse rails. In a
single-rail system, one rail rotates and, by use of shift lugs, shifts individual , , 5-reverse
synchros. The single-rail design, if implemented correctly, produces a lighter shifting
mechanism as well as a very positive shift movement and feel. By using lightweight
components, such as powdered metal interlocks and aluminum shift forks, shifting is much
quicker. The T5 transmission has many variations and is exported to China, Korea, and Europe
for use in foreign vehicles. While many people assume the T5 only came in Ford and GM
variations, it was actually offered in many different spline configurations. Here is a large
selection of T5 input shafts. Too much sealant can get lodged in the housing bolt bores. When
you screw in the bolts, hydraulic action may blow the case apart, especially if you use air tools.
The early non-world-class NWC T5s used a combination of flat roller bearings and thrust
washers on the countergear. The input and output shafts used tapered cup-and-cone bearings.
This design seemed to be influenced by the SR4 and T50, which both used a combination of flat
roller bearings and thrust washers. This allows gears to move around and get out of mesh.
Non-world-class boxes used allbronze synchro rings. The worldclass version allows for preload
because it uses tapered bearings on the countergear as well. The drawback is that you have to
use shims to set endplay or preload, and that requires more time. The world-class T5 uses fiber
composite synchro rings on all gears except fifth. This is similar to material used in automatic
transmission friction plates. All speed gears in world-class boxes ride on needle bearings
except for fifth gear. This concept produces less parasitic drag and improves shift response.
The use of fiber synchro rings and tighter tolerances requires lighter weight oils, such as
Dextron III. Use of conventional gear lubes will ruin these transmissions. The world-class spec
did not replace the non-world-class design. In fact, both designs were produced at the same
time. It boils down to how much money manufacturers wanted to spend. Beijing Warner in
China also manufactured the transmission for Beijing Jeep. As of this writing, there are more
than T5 assembly part numbers. T5 identification questions are common. It ranks number one in
my popularity poll. So far, the basic T5 has been produced for 26 years, from to present. With so
many variations available, it has become very popular for a multitude of projects and
conversions. There are several variations of the T5. Besides having the world-class and
non-world-class specs, there are subtle changes in the world-class spec itself. The buildups
cover world-class transmissions because of their current popularity. Some also have a reverse
brake, which acts as synchro for reverse gear. T5s do not use any gaskets. A rebuild kit is a
must for a T5 because individual components tend to cost as much as a whole kit. Variations
are covered in the build up. These are the very basic tools needed for a T5 build up. Access to a
hydraulic press and a bearing clamp are necessary. Remove the four shifter-cover bolts and pry
off the shifter. Jeep units have five bolts. Punching down the offset lever dowel pin disengages
the lever from the rail. Make sure the pin is completely removed from the lever, and all
components are stored in the parts tray. Bolts have a mm head. Be careful not to lose the detent
ball and spring. Remove all the mm cover bolts. Using a screwdriver to pry on the top cover to
break the sealant bond. Some covers have pry tabs cast in; for others you have to pry carefully
between the case and the cover. The front bearing race and shims are inside the retainer. Make

sure you take a thickness measurement. If the shims have not been damaged, the same shim
can be reused. Also, the original shim size makes a good starting point when beginning fresh
with new gears. Remove the input by pulling it out of the front of the case. Rotate and pull at the
same time to clear the lower countergear. Also extract the fourth-gear synchro ring and any flat
thrust washers. Remove all loose needles and the flat roller and store them safely. Some
needles may fall out into the case. The three types of main drive needles in T5 transmissions
are: from the left 15 needles and a spacer, a caged roller found in most European T5s, a tapered
cup, and a cone bearing in later-Cobra-style Ford T5s. Flip the transmission on its face. This
makes it easy to remove the fifth-speed assembly snap ring and pry off the assembly and fork.
Pry between the fifth gear and the case. The left fifth-speed synchro retainer is a standard T5
type. The one on the right is the reverse brake style. With the fifth-gear fork and synchro
assembly out 1 , you can remove the lower fifth gear 2 and rear mainshaft bearing race 3. The 0.
It is next to impossible to remove upper fifth gears with a puller, so I drop the countergear, push
the upper gear train in the case, and cut the bearing race in to spots degrees apart. This allows
me to gain the clearance needed to remove and lift the mainshaft out of the case once the rear
race is gone. Once the mainshaft bearing race has been removed, you can lift the geartrain out
of the top. Press on the clip to release the speedometer drive gear. Here, the inset shows
later-model speedometer reluctors, which also act as a secondary retainer for fifth gear. You
must remove the reluctor first, before removing the fifth-speed snap ring. Never try pulling fifth
gear off or using press clamps against it. Use press plates to support under first gear where you
can get optimum support , and press first through the upper fifth off. All these parts will come
off in one action by using a press. Flip the geartrain around, support with press clamps under
third gear, and press the mainshaft through the synchro and third gear. Units with the Cobra
pocket bearing require you to press under the bearing first, remove the bearing, then remove
the synchro snap ring before doing this step. Here are all the parts that come off the mainshaft
when this step has been performed. Remove the second-gear retaining ring, thrust washer,
second gear, bearing, and bearing spacer. Laying the parts out on a bench in the order in which
they were removed helps you to reassemble it more easily. Use a small screwdriver to start
unwrapping the spiral lock retaining ring that holds the secondgear thrust washer and synchro
ring in place. Sometimes the slider falls off from the first gear side. My finger is holding a small
pin, which keeps the first-gear sleeve from spinning. Later units use a tiny ball bearing. So be
careful. Remove the four countergear retainingplate bolts, the plate, and shim. Use your press
clamps to clamp under the rear bearing. This elevates the countergear just enough to press it
through the rear bearing. Use an aluminum drift on the back side of the counter to press it off.
Once the rear bearing is removed, the countergear comes out of the main case. Again, notice
that the fifth-reverse lever was never removed. There is no way to remove the front countergear
bearing without destroying it. So I break off the cage of the bearing with a screwdriver, which
gives me a solid lip for fastening my press clamps. Support the gear on an old transmission
case and press it through the front bearing race with an old idler shaft. Now both bearings are
removed from the countergear. Your T5 is now completely apart. Now that the T5 is more than
20 years old, some units may have already been rebuilt or assembled with a variety of parts.
With more than T5 models, you can mixand- match cases and gearsets to a point. It is not
necessary to completely disassemble a T5. The top cover need not be disassembled and lower
countergear need not be removed unless these components in the cover, the countergear, or its
bearings need replacement. There are several procedures that you may or may not have to do.
The first optional procedure is to remove the reverse idler gear and shaft, which are simply held
in with a roll pin. The other is removing the front countergear bearing or front input shaft
bearing since these bearings actually never fail. In my shop, we deburr all the gears in the T5s
we build. We designed the plate to keep preloads constant as well as add steel support for the
rearcountergear bearing race. The T5 requires only two measurements for assembly. Starting
with the bare case, use Permatex sealant to coat the front countergear bearing bore. The
fifthreverse shift rail Welch plug does not need to be removed. However, if it was removed, now
is a good time to reinstall it. Install the front bearing cup carefully. Seat it by hand first then tap
it in gently to avoid ripping the O-ring. Install the fifthreverse shift arm and clip. For clarity
remove the arm, but install the reverse idler gear, shaft and O-ring, and pin it back in place.
Install the roll pin so that it is centered in the shaft. Press on the front countergear bearing
using a simple socket and hammer. Remember to place the rear bearing on the countergear
after it is installed in the main case. Simply tap the bearing on with a small punch slowly, and
work evenly from side to side. Yes, a long pipe would work as well, but for the one-time rebuild,
this works fine. Here are a standard retainer plate left and our beefed-up stabilizer right. I have
found that under heavy load, the factory plate stretches and that allows for the countergear to
move around too much. It is not needed for a standard rebuild. I designed this plate to be made

of steel; cheap copies made of aluminum will not work. Lately I seem to average 0. Whatever
plate you decide to use, shim it to yield 4 to 6 inch-pounds of drag. Use an inch-pounds torque
wrench to measure this. Deburr and polish all shift rails. These rails have a tendency to get
chewed up from dirt in the case bores. Variation A: Insert reverse idler fork, return spring, and
insert rail. Once in place, turn the rail so the roller engages the fork. Variation B: This should be
done before any gears are in case. Insert wrap spring on fork. Slip the spring through reverse
arm and fasten to case post. Once in place, insert fifth-reverse arm Torx bit shaft. Then insert
reverse idler gear assembly and, finally, fifth-reverse shift rail. Later units have specific
locations for strut keys. Make sure the center key slot lines up with the key slot in the synchro
hub. This applies to the as well as the synchro assemblies. Install the slider with the fork groove
facing toward the front and install the three strut keys and two springs. Pre-lube the synchro
rings in Dextron III fluid prior to installation. Install the second-gear ring set first. After installing
the secondgear synchro ring, install the second-gear thrust washer and spiral lock retaining
ring. A small screwdriver can do this quite well. Install the second gear first, then the bearing
spacer, and the needle bearing. This method prevents the tiny spacer from getting caught under
the gear and bent. Install the thrust washer and its snap ring. Install third gear and its synchro
ring first, then the third-gear needle spacer, and the needle bearing. Install the preassembled
synchro assembly. Use an old socket and smack it down. If building a Cobra-style T5, install the
hub snap ring and press on the pocket bearing. For complete synchro ring assembly
instructions, refer to page Flip the mainshaft over and insert the first-gear sleeve anti-rotation
pin by sliding it over the shaft. Right: Later units use a ball. Install first gear and the rear
bearing. Press on the upper fifth gear as well. If you have a 0. Here is the common approach to
installing fifth gear. Inset: This is how you press on a fifth-speed gear when the gear does not fit
through the rear bearing race. The rear bearing race is held in place with a home-made retainer.
The whole transmission is fitted into the press. Once the fifth gear has been installed, always
use a snapring pliers to install the fifth-gear snap ring. For some reason, people often leave this
step out. The completed T5 geartrain looks like this. The fifth gear on the left shows the
later-designed and stronger synchro-engagement tooth design than the gear on the right. These
inexpensive plastic pads on the shift forks simply snap on and off and should be replaced. This
stage is a good time to replace all pads on all forks. Drop the lower fifth gear and its new
synchro ring in place. Install the fifth-speed fork in the fifth-gear synchro assembly, and slide
the whole assembly into place. Notice the orientation of the slider, hub, and fork. Install the
fifth-gear spacer and retaining ring. With the reverse brake variation, install the reverse synchro
ring, brake cone, washer, and retaining ring. This is also a good time to install a new oil funnel.
With a punch and a hammer, drive in the reverse fork retaining roll pin until it is flush with the
top of the fork. Inset: The left fork is the newer style, which adds more support to the early fork
on the right. There are many T5 speedometer drive-gear variations. The more common ones
simply fasten with a spring clip. Others use a ball and snap ring. Press on the input front
tapered bearing. Load the inside needles and flat roller bearing. Use assembly lube to hold them
in place. Pocket bearing units simply must have a race pressed in. Install the main drive-thrust
washer and needle spacer. It keeps the needles from skewing, so it is a good idea to install it on
every unit. Install the new fourth-gear synchro ring. Hold it in place by putting assembly grease
in its key slots and press it into the synchro assembly. The input shaft has a clearance slot on
its engagement teeth, which clears the countergear. Align the clearance space with the
countergear and insert the input shaft into the main case. Before assembling the top cover,
inspect your shift lugs. Shift lugs often stretch out. Example A shows a good lug fit, while
Example B shows a poor fit. A poor fit will cause strut keys to pop out and cause over-shift
issues. Since all that is required to disassemble the top cover is to punch out the shift finger roll
pin and pull it all apart, many forget how it goes back together. Notice that the fork lug sits
lower than the fork lug. The front of the cover is to the left. Also, the location of the interlock
plate is an important detail because it is very easy to install it upside down. The correct way is
shown here. Apply sealant on the top of the main case, on the tailhousing for the tail section,
and on the front retainer. This step ensures that sealant is not displaced during assembly,
which could cause a potential leak. The fifth-gear-reverse arm rests on top of the other lugs.
Install the top cover by moving it away from yourself to clear the fifth-reverse arm, and then
toward yourself and down. First install both dowel bolts, and then the remaining eight bolts, to
fasten the cover. Torque the bolts to 12 ft-lbs. Apply sealant to the tail, loaded the detent spring
in the offset lever, and install a new shifter bushing. Both are held in place with grease. Slide the
tail on while applying a firm downward pressure on the offset lever. The last step is setting up
input-shaft clearance. Shoot for zero endplay with about 0. Peelable T5 shims manufactured by
5speeds. Do not install the seals. Once the endplay is set, seat both input and output shafts
with a rap of a rubber mallet, then recheck for endplay. Older transmissions have aluminum

retainers that gall and wear fast. Upgrade to a newer cast-iron retainer. Torque the four bolts to
20 ft-lbs. Final check: Tailhousing bolts are torqued and residual sealant wiped clean 1. Offset
level has roll pin and shifter bushing installed 2. Front retainer bolts are installed and residual
sealant is cleaned 3. Reverse light switch is installed 4. In I thought the T5 would make a great
road-racing transmission for cars up to hp. To me there were plenty of transmissions rated for
more than hp, and I felt the use of these big transmissions in hp applications would simply rob
too much power. The JT5 was created for a Jaguar race team in late Jaguars required a very
short transmission, so basically I shortened the T5 from 24 to 15 inches using a
custom-designed mainshaft and tailhousing. It would only see hp. The JT5 has been installed in
more than street Jaguars and has sparked interest in overseas companies to now make similar
products based on the T5 platform. The JT5 shortened design with a custom hydraulic release
bearing. The Nickel G-Force countergears are machined from billet bar stock. The stock T5
countergear left and the Enduro countergear right. This is a modular helical G-Force
countergear for a T5 transmission. JT5 Enduro gear set with modular countergear and
removable dog rings. G-Force makes cast-bronze and billet-machined shift forks for the T5. The
need for better gear ratios and stronger gears led to a complete redesign, featuring
dog-ring-style gears, modular countergears, and beefed-up mainshafts. All contained better
grade alloys with all gears riding on needle bearings. Its T5 is a great-shifting transmission.
G-Force has made heavy-duty helical replacement gears, helical dog-ring gears, and
straight-cut gears as well. They claim that these gearsets, if set up correctly, can handle more
than hp. Unlike other aftermarket T5 gearsets, the Enduro mainshaft is much larger in diameter
and eliminates the common areas of flex and stress. If you liked this article you will LOVE the
full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. Skip to
main content. Related: borg warner super t 10 transmission borg warner super t10 shifter hurst
shifters. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded 31 Items Unbranded 9 Items 9.
Genuine OEM 4 Items 4. Not Specified 38 Items AMP 11 Items BorgWarner 22 Items General
Motors 4 Items 4. Richmond 5 Items 5. Placement on Vehicle. Front 6 Items 6. Rear 5 Items 5.
Left 1 Items 1. Lower 1 Items 1. Not Specified 72 Items No Warranty 4 Items 4. Unspecified
Length 19 Items Not Specified 56 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 7 Items 7. New 87
Items Used 31 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now.
Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View
Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to
find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text
are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Become a friend of Register on our Facebook page and qualify for. Prices listed may
not be current, we do attempt to keep pricing current. To stay competitive and offer you the best
prices, all returns require prior authorization. Sorry, no returns after 14 days. Our kits are
designed to be top of the line overhaul kits. We have include information here on how to identify
individual transmissions, application information, model year,and detailed kit and part
availability by transmission type. Give us a call ask about our good take out parts good used let
us help you save money! Syncro rings are not included in these kits. Syncro rings are included
in these kits. Information and parts are provided for the following Transmissions : Borg-Warner
T10 4 Speed RWD an illustrated drawing of the T10 is also provide to assist you in identification
of the correct parts. Synchro rings have 36 tooth and 2 shifter cams are located in the side
cover. Spur cut reverse gears are located in extension housing. There are many variations of
this transmission because it was widely used by many different vehicle manufacturers. For
other applications please call Drivetrain at for assistance. The following information is provide
to also help you get the correct parts for five different T Identification and ratio information is
provide below these groves are typically cut across the clutch spline on the input shaft:. Free
technical support is available call , talk to a Drivetrain expert get answers to repair or upgrade
questions, also help in automotive diagnostic problems. Like to ask a question before you place
your order, its easy just email us. EZ Search. Purchase Parts. Parts Catalog. Manual
Transmission Parts. Syncro Ring Kits Manual Transmission. Oil Chart Manual Transmission.
Cadillac Manual Transmission Rebuild Kits. Dodge Car. Eagle Summit Talon. Ford Car. Ford
Truck. Manual Transmission parts drawings. Isuzu Car. Isuzu Truck. Land Rover Overhaul Kit.
Mazda Car. Mazda Truck. Mitsubishi Car. Mitsubishi Truck. Toyota Car. Toyota Truck. Manual
Transmissions. Manual RWD Transmissions. Driveline and Driveshafts Replacements. Warn

Hubs Manual Locking. Custom 12 Bolt Car Differentials. Center Bearing Supports. Rear End
Differential Custom and Production. Batteries Dry Cell. Acura Batteries Dry Cell. Chevrolet Cars.
Motor Cycles. Watercraft Jet Ski. Ring and Pinion Sets. AMC American Axle 7. Chrysler 8.
Chrysler 7. Chrysler Dodge 9. Dana Ford 7. Ford 8. Ford 9. Ford GM Landcruiser Front.
Landcruiser Rear. What Chrysler, Dodge or Jeep rear end ratio do I have? What rear end ratio
do I have in my Ford is it posi! What gear ratio do I have in my GM or Chevrolet. Ring and Pinion
Installation Instructions. Axle Shafts. Heavy Duty Truck Axles. Front Wheel Drive. Jeep Front
Axle Shafts. Jeep Rear Axle Shafts. All Terrain Floor Liner. Winches Steel Cable and Synthetic
Rope. Performance Monitoring Gauges. Differential Covers. Transmission Pans. Posi-Lok Vac
Shift Motor. Speedometer Solutions. Hose Replacement Kits. High Performance Photo Album.
Auburn Positractions LSD. Auburn Electric - Locker Positractions. Eaton Positraction Limited
Slip. Detroit Locker Eaton Limited Slip. True Trac Detroit Positraction. Eaton Elocker
Positraction. Grizzly Positraction Limited Slip. Air Locker Positraction Differentials. Dura Grip
Positraction Limited Slip. Different types of differentials, whats the difference? Diesel Clutch.
Ford Diesel Clutch Heavy Duty. Dodge Diesel Clutch Heavy Duty. Diesel Performance. Chevy
GMC 6. Ford 6. Ford Powerstroke 6. Dodge Cummins 6. Automatic Transmission. Automatic
Transmissions. What Import Automatic Transmission do I have? Reference Guide. Overhaul
Kits Automotive and Trucks. Shift Kits re-program. Problem Solving and Prevention Kits. Hard
Parts Automatic Transmission. What Domestic Automatic Transmission do I have? What import
automatic transmission do I have? Jeep Brake Parts. Tow Brakes. Diesel Exhaust Brakes.
Clutch and Flywheel. Chevrolet and GMC Truck. Ford and Mercury. Jeep Clutch Parts. Mazda
and Mitsubishi. Nissan and Infiniti. Saab, Subaru, Volkswagen and Volvo. Toyota and Lexus.
Isuzu, Daihatsu and Hyundai. Clutch Failures and How to Prevent Them! Automotive Clutch
Problems? Find Your Answers Here! Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Guide. Fan Electric, Monster
Dodge. Fan Electric Monster Ford. Additives and Fluids. Heavy Duty Truck Parts. Heavy Duty
Center Bearings. Manual Transmission Rebuild Kits. GM Chevy Gas Programmer. GM Duramax
Programmer. Dodge Diesel Ram Air Intake. Dodge Cummins Programmer. Ford Diesel Air Intake
System. Ford Powerstorke 6. Ford Power Programmer Pickup Gas. Suspension and Steering.
Active Suspension. Air Lift Suspension Kits. Manual Steering Gearsbox. Power Steering
Gearsbox. Mounts Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Plymouth. Mounts Mazda, Toyota, Volvo. Front End
Lifting. Suspension Coil, Leaf and Shock. Coil Springs. Leaf Springs. Jeep Steering and
Suspension Repair Parts. Hand Tools. Tow Bar Selection. Tow Bar Baseplates. Transfer Case
Replacements. Lincoln Mercury. Cross Reference Chart. Transfer Case Parts. Transfer Case
Gasket Illustrations. Transfer Case Chains. Dana 18, 20 and NV Transfer Case. Transfer Case
Saver. Hummer H2. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Auto Gear Service of Las Vegas. Drive Line Service in
Las Vegas. GM 4 Speed Manual Trans. GM 4 speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 3 speed Automatic
Trans. Dodge 4 Speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 4 Wheel Drive. Ford 4wd Pickup Trucks. Ford 4
Speed Automatic Trans. Ford 3 Speed Automatic Trans. Motorhome Dodge, GM and Ford.
Overdrive Installation. Overdrive for Racing. Overdrive Common Questions. Dodge Cummins
Diesel. Chrome Exhaust Tips. Dodge Diesel. Ford Diesel. Exhaust Manifold Dodge Diesel. Turbo
Down Pipe Ford Diesel. Performance Exhaust Dodge. Performance Exhaust Ford F How to
Saving Gas and Diesel Fuel. Manual Transmission Ratio and Size. Dana Pinion Shim
Comparative Table. Simple return and warranty policy. Core Return Policy. Recommended
Vendors and Products. We are one of a few web sites that publish prices. It's easy to get the
correct parts the first time from drivetrain. Using the application tables below just locate your
vehicle model, model year, number of cylinders and engine size read across to identify correct
overhaul kit part number. Make a note of the part number and complete our secure easy order
form. In addition to these overhaul kits we can provide miscellaneous hardparts , don't see what
you need just give us a call. Model Cyl. Engine Trans. Model Year Description Overhaul Kit.
Overhaul Kit with Syncro Rings. To order complete our secure electronic EZorder form. Or call
the order desk at Contact Us. Additives and Fluids Additives Lubricants. T10 Second Design
Super T10 4speed. Overhaul Kit. Your Cost. Iron case, 9 bolt side cover - thrust bearing between
2nd and 3rd gear - 80mm O. Iron case, 9 bolt side cover - thrust bearing between 2nd and 3rd
gear - 72mm O. All rights reserved. Site created and maintained by. Below find a detailed list
includes rebuilt transmissions, bearing rebuild kitswith T10 4 Speed Transmissionsyncro rings
and without synchro rings. Seals, bushings and washers, individual bearings, synchro rings
and slider, ring kits. Shift components, shift forks, gears, input shafts, cluster and main shafts,
cases, and miscellaneous parts. If you would like to save money ask about our good take out
parts GTO , they are inspected and guaranteed. See the complete line of products that we offer
at To speak to a Drive Train Expert or to place an order call toll free , buy factory direct and save
money! Having issues figuring out problems or repairing your T10 4 Speed stick shift we can
help. We offer manufacturing plant rebuilt re-manufactured units that are dyno tested. We

provide a 12 month absolutely no hassle warranty. Midwest transmission has been doing
automotive re-manufacturing and rebuilding business for 20 years, and shipping completed
products around the world. To enhance high quality Midwest was initially among the first
companies that included dyno testing of manual transmission prior to shipping as a final step in
the product quality control process. We specialize in manual transmissions, automatic
transmission and transfer cases. We can help with improving overall performance and
conversions. Our 22 employees shipped over units this past year. Guaranteed quality and
correct parts supplied. You can see the entire line of products which we offer at This
transmission can have either an aluminum case or cast iron case with a nine bolt side cover.
T10 syncro rings have 36 teeth, this transmission has two shifter cam located in the side coverl
The reverse gear is Spur cut and located in the extension housing. Need a stronger T10, need
more performance? Call for a quote. Below we provide an T10 parts illustrations 2 pages to
assist you with correct identification of the parts you need, Select the parts you require from the
following list and give us a call. This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to
describe a product or service. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts,
recent comments, a tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission
Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical Support. Rear Seal 1. Extension Housing 1. Extension
Housing 2. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to
describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul.
Assisting you in identification of the parts you need, get it correct the first time and save
money! Transmission model T4 and T5 non world class and T5 world class 5 speed unit for
Chevrolet and Ford are shown in the following illustration:. Log In Username. Login Forgot Your
Password? Forgot Your Username? New Customer? Create an Account. My Account Orders list
Wishlist Checkout. Quality parts guaranteed! OE Replacements. AAM 9. Ring and Pinion GM: 9.
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